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IT Operations HR Finance

Programme / Project Director, Manager, Change / Transformation Manager, Business Analyst, PMO

IT implementation manager
Data architect
Infrastructure architect
Lead IT developer
Test Manager

Digital transformation expert
Ecommerce analyst
Mobile consultant
Solutions architect
CRM consultant

Target operating 
model design
Process analyst
HR transformation consultant
Cultural change consultant

Regulatory Change Consultant
Finance transformation 
Manager

Capability Matrix Some companies we work with...

Autumn Update
The retail world is ever-changing and new technology is transforming the face of the modern day shopper. 
Smartphone’s are allowing consumers to research, compare and purchase products online and in store. Mobile POS 
is not only changing the POS industry, it is also changing the retail industry as a whole. This showing that the 
possibilities for integrating the online and offl ine experiences are endless. Mobile is rapidly becoming a key player in 
the retail world, strongly infl uencing consumer choices. 
This quarter has seen the retail sector continue to come out of its economic turmoil, with technological advances 
reshaping the retail world quicker than many retailers can react. Today’s consumer has a vastly different experience, 
with the multi channel approaches allowing the consumer to have much more of an understanding of product, service 
and value for money. As both the virtual world and physical world are starting to blur together, many retailers are 
seriously considering the value of having physical stores over the digital world.
This quarter has seen online companies continue to dominate the sector with rapid growth, whilst those with store 
presence prolonging to invest in online services. All retailers are realising the importance of change and 
transformation in these revolutionary times. Many of the leading retailers are developing change specifi c teams within 
their business, whilst the smaller retailers show an opportunist approach, by investing heavily on a multi channel 
environment. 
As the sector enters the fi nal quarter of the year, many retailers are looking at investing in contractual opportunities. 
Short, sharp and precise projects are all being put into place as the need for retail specifi c, transformation specialists 
continues to rise. Our retail team are out networking with change experts on a daily basis, understanding the 
movement within the retail sector. As the retail market hits a tipping point nothing is more certain – The store is 
quickly becoming a brand and product showroom, showing the importance of moving with the time. Our retail sector 
is well aware of this and have already helped partner Click and Collect. MPoS, Digital marketing, online,Ecommerce, 
Mcommerce and supply chain projects. Retail continues to move forward at a rapid pace and is in an exciting space 
right now!
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Decrease

No Change 
5%

Increase

10%

85%

Souce: Venquis Internal Survey

Salary Survey What can you see happening to headcount in the next year? 

Please feel free to contact somebody from our Retail team for any other 
information:

Amar Chohan 
amarc@venquis.com
0203 405 3509
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Thank you. 




